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Solutions for 
Retail
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Coriel’s retail solutions provide retailers with end-to-end visibility, 
traceability and authenticity checks at every step through the supply 
chain - from suppliers all the way to the final customer transactions.

Our edge-based infrastructure makes it simple to scale the solution 
as required while at the same time minimising installation  
complexities, which encourages adoption at more locations -  
therefore increasing overall visibility. 

Item-level management has huge benefits in improving inventory 
visibility whilst simultaneously reducing overall stock holding levels, 
and providing optimisations throughout the whole omni-channel 
retail customer experience.

Solutions for the retail industry
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As an end-to-end solution provider, it is important that we deliver value where it is needed most to your business. This is why we 
offer a broad range of services into the retail industry that offer the following benefits.

Instant visibility of 
inventory across 
the entire supply 

chain, from  
vendor through to 
store and even to 

customer

Achieve significant 
cost reductions 

through  
optimising  

inventory and 
reducing the 

amount of stock 
held

Optimise your  
entire omni  

channel experience, 
with customer  

improvements in 
store and online

Major Benefits
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Inventory automation & accuracy

Reduction in stock levels and safety stock

Improvements across the online experience

Instant and reliable stock location

Optimised in-store/warehouse picking

Through optimising inventory, our customers are able to get product to customers faster than ever  
before and typically enjoy a 25% reduction in online cancellation due to delivery delays. 

Implementing an end-to-end retail inventory solution gives you instant and reliable visibility of where 
stock is right now. For many retailers the product locating time has reduced by up to 75%.

Whether customer order picking happens in-store or direct from the warehouse, the Coriel retail  
solution completely optimises the process, reducing individual SKU pick times significantly whilst at the 
same time reducing pick errors. 

Having greater visibility on stock locations and movements allows you to significantly decrease 
stock-on-hand and virtually eliminate the need to carry emergency stock, with many customers 
seeing a 3x reduction in overall inventory.

The Coriel retail solution has been adopted by retailers across the globe, where our automated 
systems not only significantly decrease staff time, but importantly provide greater than 99% inventory 
accuracy.
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Providing retailers with real-time visibility 
across the entire supply chain through  
scaleable edge-to-cloud solutions
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Our solutions

Brand protection & traceability

• Protect your brand & reputation
• Ensure only genuine product is sold
• Instantly verify customer returns

Vendor-Managed Inventory

• Reduce transportation costs
• Better manage cashflow
• Eliminate costly stock takes

Warranty & post-sales management

• Verify returns & check their warranty status
• Provide an online “digital twin” warranty record
• Optimise the customer returns process

Item-level identification

• Link physical items & digital data
• Instant access to essential information
• Facilitate on-demand production

Stock management / inventory

• Accurately understand stock levels
• Reduce overall stock holding
• Increase stock count accuracy
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Brand protection & traceability
Your brand is likely your most important asset. It tells people what you do and infers the quality of your product, which is  
synonymous with the reputation you have built up over the years. Protecting your brand should not only be paramount to your 
business, but also to your customers – giving them confidence that the goods they receive are genuine and therefore of the 
quality they expect. 

Our luxury brand protection and traceability solution is a practically invisible yet highly secure method of assigning a digital  
signature to physical products, which can then be used for identification, authentication and traceability at various stages 
throughout a supply chain – and even extend beyond once a purchase has been made.

It’s only a matter of time before inferior quality 
products, bearing your brand begin to  
damage your reputation and your bottom 
line. Loss of sales, product recalls, negative 
reviews can all be avoided if consistent quality 
of genuine goods can be guaranteed.

Most grey goods reach the end customer 
via the official supply chain of the effected 
companies - with the unauthorised products 
being introduced at weak points. RFID allows 
you to identify where thos entry points are 
and put steps in place to protect your brand.

The quality of unauthorised goods entering 
the supply chain may be difficult to recognise. 
Our RFID brand protection solution ensures 
that only your genuine products are returned/
replaced under warranty, protecting your 
bottom line.

Protecting your brand and it’s  
reputation

Identifying weak entry points in 
your supply chain

Only providing warranty support 
on genuine products
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Vendor Managed Inventory
Vendor-Managed Inventory (VMI) make perfect sense for both the vendor and the end-customer. For the vendor, they can  
ensure parts are with their customers instantly, easily hold customer-specific SKUs and significantly reduce the amount of  
physical space they need for storing stock. For the customer, they get instant access to parts as they need them and typically 
only pay for them once they have been consumed. However, the complexities around managing a remote stock location,  
accurately managing inventory levels, and ensuring the customer is invoiced reliably often mean that the significant benefits to 
be derived are overlocked. 

The Coriel VMI solution provides the reliable item identification required for you to run a remote stock location on a customer 
site, with the same level of confidence as your own inventory locations.

Significant cost savings that can be realised 
through the utilisation of the vendors on-site 
space rather than a large central inventory 
warehouse. Your customers will also see a 
reduction in warehouse personnel,  
equipment and consequent utility costs.

Working with customers on a VMI basis  
allows you to create an initial large  
stockholding on their site, which is then 
topped up periodically based on their  
requirements. This makes the operation 
more manageable on an ongoing basis.

The benefits of VMI to the end customer are 
such that suppliers who offer VMI are in a 
great position to create long-term  
contractual relationships that benefit both 
parties - often over contract periods that 
span several years.

Significantly lowering central  
inventory requirements

Eliminating low volume, expensive 
transit costs

Creating long-term partnerships 
with your customers
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Item level identification
When you combine consumable-level pricing of RFID tags with reliable long-range reading solutions, pervasive mobile data, 
cloud computing, Internet of Things, and block chain, you can see why item level identification and visibility is becoming  
commonplace across a range of industries – and not just retail.

The Coriel item level identification & visibility solution has been developed based on years of experience and successful  
installations and now forms an integral part of most of the projects we undertake. At its most basic level, the solution provides a 
reliable way to read unique items quickly and reliably and then establish what the item is, where it’s been and more.

A great example of item level identification 
is of our partner, Close Brothers, who rely 
on our item-level identification solution to 
understand which customers currently have 
their returnable kegs and how many times 
they’ve been used.

We provide our item-identification solution 
into several applications within the rail  
industry, where reliably identifying a single 
faulty axle on a train, for example, can save 
days in lost productivity and potentially  
prevent catastrophic events down the line.

Our item-level & visibility solution enables 
operators to establish jobs that need to be 
completed, components that need to be  
fitted or bespoke options specified by the 
customer. This information facilitates a more 
streamlined production process.

Accurate monitoring of current 
and historic location of items

Finding specific items when lost or 
amongst thousands of others

Streamlined, on-demand  
production of items
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Warranty & post sales management
Although the true size of deliberate warranty fraud and accidental false claims is unknown, Warranty Week estimate the value to 
be around 10% of warranty expenses or 2% to 4% of company revenues annually. This clearly represents a huge loss to a business 
of any size and a problem that needs to be tackled.

Coriel.warranty, part of the part of the Coriel platform, is a stand-alone edge application that provides a secure link between a 
physical item and its online profile. A basic online profile may simply contain the date and location an item was sold but could 
extend to pretendent service and maintenance or usage information – all of which helps to authenticate items returned for re-
pair or replacement.

The Coriel.warranty solution provides you 
with accurate information about your  
products. Information such as when it was 
made, sold and to who and if the item is 
within the agreed warranty period. This  
enables you to quickly verify a return.

For products where the presence of water, or 
extremes in temperature would invalidate a 
warranty, the Coriel.warranty solution  
incorporates onboard sensors that will help 
you detect these extremes thereby enabling 
you to verify the validity of a warranty.

The Coriel.warranty solution provides up to 
date and accurate service and maintenance  
information which allows you to establish if 
a lack of servicing during a products lifetime 
has now invalidated the original warranty 
conditions.

Instant ID verification and  
confirmation of warranty cover

Using onboard sensors to verify 
warranty claims

Tracing the original purchase and 
service history
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Stock management / inventory
Having a true and accurate view on where your stock is and in what volume is critical to any business. When managed  
efficiently, automated inventory systems can prevent costly Out of Stock (OoS) instances while at the same time reducing the 
overall quantity and value of stock on the shelf.

Coriel stock management and inventory solutions form a critical piece of our solution offering, allowing our customers to gain a 
level of visibility of their items that had not previously been available. This is hugely important for any business, but even more so 
with industries where stock is located at a range of sites – for example maintenance depots or partner sites.

Coriel stock management solutions can  
ensure that the components of full  
assemblies are monitored individually,  
ensuring that all parts are available when 
needed. This is crucial in minimising delays 
and downtime.

Rather than relying on the error-prone  
human process of scanning items in and out 
of stock, Coriel stock management solutions 
can automatically sense the movement of 
goods and adjust inventory automatically. 
Always ensuring accurate stock volumes.

Automatically alerting systems and teams 
of pending low volumes of stock therefore 
ensures that critical levels are never reached 
and the whole supply chain can operate 
much more efficiently. Especially important 
with items with long production times.

Managing the parts for complex 
assemblies or BOMS

Real-time updates to your  
inventory

Automatic initiation of production 
systems
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Coriel is a specialist systems integrator, focused on Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0 solutions. Over the 
last 12 years of delivering projects, our team has built an extensive knowledge base, together with the expertise needed to implement reliable solutions 
that deliver immediate, value-driven business benefits.

Our specific expertise lies in digitally connecting items, enabling process automation, and developing the business tools needed to enhance  
operations within industrial application sectors. By working closely and collaboratively with our customers, we gain a deep and intrinsic understanding 
of their business needs and strategic goals, which allows us to design, implement and support solutions that typically exceed the original objectives.

How Coriel help
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Regus House, Herald Way, Pegasus Business Park, Castle Donnington, Derby DE74 2TZ

Call: +44 (0)1332 922 186

Email: info@coriel.co.uk
COBR-1000-001


